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About Goat Island
Goat Island were a Chicagoan performance group which disbanded in 
2009 after 21 years of creating extraordinary collaborative performances.  
The company frequently toured internationally, often performing more in 
Europe than in their own country. They never toured to Australia.  Yet their 
uncompromisingly collaborative approach to creating theatre and their pursuit 
of new performance languages is gaining greater attention.

The company often worked on shows over two-to-three years, living with the 
material as part of their daily lives, allowing it grow in depth and complexity 
over long periods of time.  They created from the inside, from the fl oor 
and the body.  Lin Hixson the director would start a process by offering a 
set of directives that the performers could respond to however they liked.  
These performed responses provided new material for further responses 
from other performers.  Thus, they worked in a process of involution that 
incorporated chance and the grit of daily lives, that resulted in refi ned, precise 
performances.  They coined the term ‘creative responses’ for this process 
that they honed together.  The term has entered the working vocabulary of 
many rehearsal rooms and training situations.  This rehearsal process alone 
represents a major contribution to the development of theatre practice in 
the twentieth century.  It is a powerful strategy for decentralising authorship 
away from one individual towards the collective ensemble. It emancipates 
the performer and also the emerging performance itself – the event that is 
unveiled by the work of all the collaborators through rehearsal, design and 
chance.  Essentially it is a rigorous ‘open’ approach to making together that 
also includes room for multiple audience responses.  It does not attempt to 
close down readings and possibilities of what an event might become, but 
rather seeks to allow the variety, diversity, strangeness and beauty of life to be 
held by the event of theatre.

Thus the Goat Island motto, or mantra, “We have discovered a performance 
by making it”, which we hung ten meters wide along one wall of our rehearsal 
room. We discovered our version of Earthquake over the six weeks of our 
rehearsals.  However, we will also discover it again tonight, by making it with 
you.
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From Production
The 2013 Contemporary season that you are about to observe has given our 
undergraduate Students, enrolled in the Bachelor of Production and the BFA 
(Production), an opportunity to work with 2 professional directors as well as 
with third year acting student cohort.

The undergraduate production students, from all 3 year levels, are working 
within the areas of stage management, lighting, set, prop, costume and audio 
design along with all the elements of costume, set and props making and 
technical operation that help to create such a unique teaching project.

For our students, these are the projects where they have been able to practise 
and extend the skills that they have learnt over the last months and years. 
Many of these production students have not previously worked within the 
discipline of Theatre and this opportunity exposes them to a new performance 
paradigm.

These encounters have had their challenges but also has had its rewards 
witnessed by both the staff and the students involved. Creative problem 
solving is what the discipline of Production actively promotes and at times this 
can be a diffi cult yet worthwhile journey for all.

The degree of teaching and supervision that takes place within these projects 
by both academic and professional staff, as well as the invaluable peer and 
mentor teaching, is extremely high and impossible to create within the formal 
classroom arena.  Therefore, this studio based practice is vital to our training 
as it endeavours to establish industry-like situations where students expect to 
apply their learnt and developing skills.

We hope you enjoy the fi nished products that our students have worked so 
hard towards creating and wish all the students’ good luck with their season.

Kym Williams
Head of Production
Senior Lecturer 
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Director’s Note
In 2001 I saw Goat Island’s Earthquake in the UK before and after 9/11. It made 
a big impact on me on my collaborators at the time when we were co-founding 
my fi rst company Reader. I remember a post-show discussion where the show’s 
relation to the World Trade Centre attacks came up. The company had created 
Earthquake over two years, working with a sense of surviving impending 
disaster and, of course, could not have predicted world events. (The show is 
punctuated by the line “What would happen if you had not come home last 
night?” and the question, “Are you afraid?”)  In the immediate aftermath of 
such a shocking disaster audiences could not help but read Earthquake in light 
of 9/11. Yet, the show is not reducible to this single catastrophe.  

The company here at VCA and I have spent a long time discussing the nature 
of calamity, the natural disasters and wars that shape our lives, expectations 
and dreams. From events that cause migration, to invasion and colonisation, to 
the wars we wage against the world to live with our own version of freedom, to 
rebellion, to the battle in our bodies, struggling with language and skirmishing 
cells. We have discovered our own meanings in Earthquake, and have tried to 
keep the show open enough for you to fi nd yours.

Earthquake is a challenging show to work on, demanding huge physical, vocal 
and emotional commitment from the actors and extraordinary ingenuity from 
the designers and their departments.  It is a work of great precision where 
almost every breath has been considered and discussed. This is the precision 
and clarity that Goat Island demanded of their work. They also had a spare, 
uncluttered aesthetic with minimal production elements. I have not attempted 
to recreate a Goat Island ‘look’ in this context, opting instead to allow the 
designers to create their own responses to the show.

I hope that our Earthquake renews discussion about the incredible legacy 
of Goat Island, both their body of works and their innovative creative 
methodologies.  Also, I hope that our Earthquake allows you to appreciate the 
skill and artistry of our graduating acting and production students who have 
worked tirelessly on this extraordinary project.

Robert Walton
Director
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The Performance Text

Goat Island published It’s an Earthquake in My Heart in 2005.  They included 
the full description of the performance including what was said, stage directions 
and useful diagrams which elucidate the structure of the fragments of material.  
They also included a fascinating section titled ‘The Process’ which describes 
the methods by which the ensemble arrived at the fi nal performance.  In the 
Authors’ Guide the company state:

Please use the Authors’ Guide and The Process to attempt a re-creation of the 
performance itself, or to attempt a re-creation of aspects of the process.  Either 
approach, we expect, will result in the creation of a new work, one which you 
may call your own.

Goat Island themselves ‘appropriated, imitated or copied’ material from many 
sources including poetry, video recordings of dances, instructional videos, 
old fi lms and recreation of events observed in the world (car crashes for 
example). They did not see themselves as the originators of their work, more its 
shepherds.  

While Goat Island generously offered Earthquake up to others, Robert Walton 
thought it essential to contact the former members of Goat Island to seek their 
endorsement for this fi rst major response to the work by people outside of the 
original ensemble.  All the original performers, Karen Christopher, Matthew 
Goulish, Mark Jeffrey and Bryan Saner in addition to director Lin Hixson and 
company manager CJ Mitchell have endorsed our Earthquake project at VCA.  
Additionally all the correspondents generously offered their time for questions 
from the cast and crew. 
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cont...

As Goat Island predicted, any fresh approach to Earthquake results in the 
creation of a new work. 12 performers (as opposed to the original 4) and a large 
design and production team mean that the work has taken on a more epic scale 
to serve the needs of the students involved.  We have used all of the original 
text and incorporated the material structure of each section and preserved 
the running order.  Essentially we have followed Goat Island’s maxim ‘work 
towards complexity’ by retaining the original structure but making it 3 times 
more complicated. We went back to the original sources Goat Island used as 
reference points including Senor Wences sketches, Pina Bausch fi lms and the 
documentary How to Live in the German Democratic Republic. We also used 
recordings of the choreography from Goat Island’s fi lm ‘It’s Aching Like Birds’ to 
re-create some of the movement from part 2. We drew from new sources which 
we discovered during our process including:

•    The poem Wichita Vortex Sutra by Allen Ginsberg (1966),
•    The fi lm adaptation of Glengarry Glen Ross by David Mamet (1992),
•    The fi lm Contact based on the novel of the same name by Carl Sagan (1997),
•    The spoken word performances The Salesman from ‘The Ugly One With The    
      Jewels’ (1995) and Another Day in America from ‘Homeland’ (2010) by Laurie 
      Anderson.
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People of the City

Hayley Barker

Georgie Pohl-Jordan, Saleswoman

Ally Bjornstad

Señora Wences, Driving Instructor

Oliver Coleman

Barry Goulish, Sales Team Leader

Emil Freund

Bryan Kopchinsky, Salesman

Michael Gosden

Matthew Palmer, Believer

Artemis Ioannides

Valerie Ritmer, Saleswoman

Nicholas Kato

Señor Wences, Ventriloquist

Tamara Natt

Ellie Foster, Astronomer

Cast

Visitors

Shelli Grant

The Omen Joan 

Rani Pramesti

The Caretaking Augur

Sebastian Robinson

The Teleological Coach

Jackson Trickett

The Harbinger Baldwin
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Production Team

Director

Stage Manager

Assistant Stage Managers

Set Designer

Set Manager

Set Assistant/Finishers

Set Builder

Props Manager

Props Maker

Costume Designer

Costume Supervisor

Costume Managers

Costume Assistants

Lighting Designer

Production Coordinator

Assistant Production Manager

Head Electrician

Indutry Professional Graduates

Design (Set & Coustume)

Lighting Design

Robert Walton

Rebekah Gibbs

Rachel Pitt-Lancaster &

Jessica Scott

Alexandra Hiller

Colin Orchard (VCA Staf f)

Melanie Koomen & Juliet Bennie

Robbie Mackenzie

Robert McLean

Robyn McPherson

Holly Patterson

Georgia Johnson (VCA Staf f)

Elise Mercurio & Danielle Ridgway

Matilda Woodroffe &

Audrey Brandenberger

Benjamin Howlett

Amy Bagshaw (VCA Staf f)

Julia Troung

Aaron Cananzi

Alison Ross

Bosco (Ben Shaw)
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Company 2013 Biographies

Hayley Barker

Hayley Barker first found her feet as an actor while living on the 

Sunshine Coast.  Her early credits include Catherine in Wuthering 

Heights, Juliet in Romeo and Juliet, Miss Maudie in To Kill A 

Mockingbird and Frances in Five Women Wearing the Same Dress.  

In 2006 Hayley was credited with an AMEB Drama and Performance 

(Eighth Grade) Certificate.  She was the winner of the BYTE ‘Most 

Versatile Actor’ award at the Sunshine Coast Junior Eisteddfod from 

2005 to 2007; she received their ‘Speech Champion’ award.  In 2010 

Hayley graduated with a Bachelor of Creative Industries (Drama) at 

QUT where most notably she performed the lead role in Will Eno’s 

The Flu Season, which was later remounted for La Boite Theatre’s 

FAST Festival.  

Hayley’s VCA credits include Laura in Brief Encounter, Aphrodite/

Psyche/Eurydice/Narrator in Metamorphoses directed by Penn Valk, 

Tess in Ship of Fools directed by Jane Woollard, Varya in The Cherry 

Orchard, Clytemnestra in Agamemnon and Gonzala in The Tempest.

Ally was born and raised in Norway.  She began her career as an actor 

and instructor at the renowned theatre in Drammen, just outside Oslo.  

In 2007 Ally attended The St Hallvard School of Theatre where she 

played Hedda in Hedda Gabler, Helene in Ghosts and Kathy in Aalst.  

Ally’s film credits include the features Feil sted – Feil tid, This Little 

Piggy and the short film Red, Blue and White.

Ally’s acting roles at VCA include Mavis Knott in The Season at 

Sarsaparilla directed by Naomi Edwards, April White in Savage in 

Limbo directed by Peta Coy, Angelica Bullock in the stage reading of 

My Man Godfrey directed by Tanya Dickson, and Sebastiane in The 

Tempest directed by Jenny Kemp.  

Ally Bjornstad
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Born in Sydney, Oliver moved to Melbourne at the age of four.  While 

completing his Bachelor of Arts (Philosophy) at Monash University, he 

performed in many student productions including The Laramie Project, 

Fear and Misery of the Third Reich, Blood Wedding and Can’t Pay 

Won’t Pay.  He also co-directed a devised work entitled Where We 

Fall.  In addition, he has performed and directed in Short and Sweet 

Festival, toured two productions to the Adelaide Fringe Festival and 

performed in the Melbourne Fringe Festival.  At La Mama he has been 

part of new Australian work including The Cutting Boys, Writing Angus 

and UnAustralia.  In 2011 he participated in the development of a 

new play, Twins, with MKA Theatre.  While at VCA he performed as 

Trofimov in The Cherry Orchard, Andrew in Ship of Fools directed by 

Jane Woollard, Tony Aronica in Savage in Limbo, Godfrey in a staged 

reading of My Man Godfrey and Antiochus/Lysimachus in Pericles 

Punished directed by Tanya Gerstle.  

 

Originally from Ballarat, Emil has been active in the arts for most 

of his life.  Before moving to Melbourne he gained experience in 

stage and street theatre, as a performer, director and writer.  At VCA 

he has appeared in such roles as Murk in Savage in Limbo directed 

by Peta Coy, Gilbert/Leonids in Too Young for Ghosts directed by 

Paola Unger, Gaev in The Cherry Orchard, Odysseus in Achilles 

and Capulet in Romeo and Juliet as well as other projects, such as 

Fear&Love&Clowns, a show he co-devised and performed, which was 

presented as part of the Adelaide Fringe Festival 2013.  In 2012 he 

co-founded an independent film production company, Flemhouse 

Productions, for which he has been both writer and performer in 

several shorts and a feature This Little Piggy which is due for release in 

late 2013. 

Oliver Coleman

Emil Freund

Company 2013 Biographies
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Michael Gosden

Growing up on the Central Coast of NSW, Michael was an avid 

sportsman before turning to acting. He began performing at an early 

age, starting with his Year 2 operetta.  He has been in local theatre 

sports and musical theatre groups, while also attending an intensive 

short course with NIDA.  After travelling overseas to North America 

and Europe, Michael was accepted into a one-year course at the 

Screenwise film and television school in Sydney.

Michael’s VCA credits include Lopahkin in The Cherry Orchard, 

Orpheus/ Bacchus in Metamorphoses, Karl in Too Young for Ghosts 

and Caliban in The Tempest. Michael’s film and television credits 

include Rake (ABC), Hunters and Runners (VCA graduating film) and 

This Little Piggy (FlemHouse Productions). Michael also co-devised 

and performed in Fear&Love&Clowns, which premiered at the 2013 

Adelaide Fringe Festival & recently performed a successful season at 

the Malthouse Theatre.  

 

Originally from Portland, Oregon, Shelli made her professional 

musical theatre debut at the age of eight in Chess. She has 12 years 

of classical and music theatre vocal training. Shelli began her higher 

education at California State University, Chico in the Honours Program 

for a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts. This led her to studying 

abroad in France and Melbourne for an Internship at Red Stitch 

Actors Theatre in 2010.  Her favourite roles at VCA include Lyubov 

Ranevskaya in The Cherry Orchard, Convinso in Ship of Fools, Mary 

in Five Kinds of Silence, Karen in All About Eve, Peter/Montague in 

Romeo and Juliet. She also co-devised and performed in Do Not 

Enter.

In 2013, Shelli was featured in Exit Film’s Tropfest shortlisted 

Cineversations and as Emma Goldman in the sell-out season of the 

Watch This production of Assassins.

Shelli Grant
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Artemis was born in Melbourne and moved with her family to Athens, 

Greece at the age of seven.  She began performing at age eight 

when she was cast in an Australian-Greek feature film.  Throughout 

her school years she trained and performed with community theatre 

groups in Athens.  After graduating from high school she attended 

various drama short courses and studied Physical Theatre at the 

London School of Music and Dramatic Art.  In 2010 Artemis moved to 

Melbourne to study acting at VCA.

While at VCA her roles have consisted of Lydia/Angie in Janis Balodis’ 

Too Young for Ghosts and Linda Rotunda in John Patrick Shanley’s 

Savage in Limbo directed by Peta Coy, Nurse/Prince in Romeo and 

Juliet directed by Bagryana Popov and Anya in Chekhov’s The Cherry 

Orchard.

  

 

Born in Melbourne, Nicholas started his career in 1998 as a performer 

in the Young Australian Broadway Chorus.  At age 12, Nicholas’ family 

relocated to Greece where he worked as a featured extra in a Greek 

television series and various television commercials.  Once back in 

Melbourne, Nicholas completed the VCA Acting Foundation Program 

(2009), a short course at La Trobe University in Modern Greek Drama, 

whilst performing in a number of plays for the University of Melbourne 

and Greek community theatre groups.  His film credits include the 

independent feature film Play It Safe (2014) where he plays the lead 

role of Jamie.  

At VCA, Nicholas’ credits include Young Man in Attempts on Her 

Life directed by Rohan Maloy, Simon/Fool in The Ship of Fools, 

Trofimov in The Cherry Orchard, Orestes in Electra and Pericles in 

Pericles Punished directed by Tanya Gerstle. In 2012 Nicholas was the 

recipient of the Richard Pratt Bursary for excellence.

Artemis Ioannides

Nicholas Kato

Company 2013 Biographies
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Tamara Natt

Born and raised in Queensland, Tamara trained with the Australian 

Acting Academy before moving to Melbourne to pursue a career 

in performance. Coming to theatre with a background in singing 

and dance, she most recently performed in Pieces For Small Spaces 

at Lucy Guerin Inc. and was awarded the Malthouse Education 

Programme’s Award for Outstanding Contribution to Dramatic Art.  

Her theatre credits include Titania in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 

Sally Bowles in Cabaret and the lead role in the original production of 

Joachim Matschoss’s Shivers, which toured internationally.  

At VCA, she has most notably played Ranevskaya in Chekhov’s 

The Cherry Orchard, Orlando in Virginia Woolf’s Orlando and Lady 

Capulet/Benvolio in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet directed by 

Bagryana Popov.  

 

 

In 2007, Rani received a scholarship from the PACT Centre for 

Emerging Artists and began her career by creating an ensemble 

devised show.  She has co-created works featured in Carriageworks 

Underbelly Festival, This Is Not Art Festival and Sydney Fringe 

Festival.  In 2009 she graduated with a Bachelor of Social Work (First 

Class Honours) from the University of Sydney.  In 2010, she undertook 

the Actors Centre Australia one year Power of Performance program.  

At VCA Rani has played the roles of Varya in The Cherry Orchard, 

Irene in My Man Godfrey, a lead role in Attempts on Her Life, Phaedra 

in Phaedra’s Love and Thaisa in Pericles Punished directed by Tanya 

Gerstle. 

Rani is fulfilling her passion for making cross-cultural performances in 

her role as an Emerging Cultural Leader at the Footscray Community 

Arts Centre and she has been selected to be a Cultural Ambassador 

for the Melbourne Theatre Company and Multicultural Arts Victoria. 

Rani Pramesti
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Sebastian Robinson was born in rural South Australia. His first stage 

performance was at age 6, with St Martins Youth Theatre in South 

Yarra.  Sebastian has gone on to train with Verve Studios, NIDA and 

Swinburne University.  He was dramaturge in Swinburne University’s 

production of Strangers in the Light, which received the Melbourne 

Fringe Festival award for Best Circus Show 2008.  In 2010 he was 

involved in two Sisters Grimm shows, When Lorraine Stops Falling 

and The Rimming Club, which was performed at TINA festival in 

Newcastle.  In addition to this he has worked on many independent 

film and television projects.  

While training at VCA Sebastian has played Agamemnon in The 

Greeks, Trofimov in The Cherry Orchard, Bourke in Too Young for 

Ghosts directed by Paola Unger, Queen Elizabeth in Orlando directed 

by Luke Kerridge, Addison Dewitt in a staged reading of All About 

Eve and Helicanus/Simonides in Pericles Punished.  In 2012 he was 

recipient of the Friends of the VCA award.

Jackson was born and raised in the town of Launceston in Tasmania’s 

north. He developed a keen interest in the arts from a young age 

and has been involved in theatre making and performance in many 

different modes. At age 17 he was a finalist in the national monologue 

competition, Storm the Stage. In 2011 he relocated to Melbourne to 

undertake study with VCA and further develop his craft. 

His roles in VCA productions include Yasha in The Cherry Orchard, 

Agamemnon in The Greeks, Mac in Ship of Fools directed by Jane 

Woollard, numerous gods in Metamorphoses directed by Penn Valk 

and Mercutio/Friar in Romeo and Juliet. Recently he travelled to the 

Adelaide Fringe Festival with the show Fear&Love&Clowns.  Jackson’s 

film credits include Alone (together) by Michael Mckenzie (2012) and 

This Little Piggy by Tristan Barr (2013).

  

Sebastian Robinson

Jackson Trickett

Company 2013 Biographies
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Aaron Cananzi

Aaron started on the theatre path in year 9 when he began operating 

sound for school assemblies and musical events. This quickly led 

to being the Sound Designer/Operator for school productions 

throughout years 10-12.  Aaron’s VCA credits include: Sound 

operator – The Good People 2011, Sound System Designer/Assistant 

Sound Designer – End of Year Dance 2011, Technical Support Team 

Leader – semester 1 show season 2012 working across Dancescape, 

the Contemporary Plays season and the Shakespeare season.  His 

professional life began last year with the Sound design and operation 

of the Australian Premiere of The Marvellous Wonderettes with 

Monster Media.

 

 

Originally trained as a performer at The Flying Fruit Flys Circus, 

Rebekah moved into stage management in recent years with a keen 

interest in Circus. Her recent credits include Production Assistant 

for Spiegelworlds Empire in Melbourne, Stage Manager on Control 

Alt Delete, The Flying Fruit Flys Circus, and Stage Manager on Get 

Smart, The Flying Fruit Fly Circus. Her VCA credits include Costume 

Manager A Bright Room Called Day, Assistant Stage Manager As You 

Like It and Assistant Stage Manager A Lie of the Mind.  Rebekah has 

also completed a secondment with Speigelworlds Empire in Sydney.
Rebekah Gibbs
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Alexandra Hiller has a diverse artistic background in visual art.  Before 

coming to VCA Alexandra has exhibited her paintings in galleries 

both in Melbourne and Adelaide and has also worked in Melbourne’s 

vibrant film industry as a special effects make-up artist. For the last 

3 years she has been involved in set and costume design within the 

VCA and external independent theatre. Her VCA credits are costume 

and set designer for  8 minutes and 19 seconds Choreographed by 

Anna Smith 2012, scenic artist for Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice 

designed by Jacob Battista, directed by Richard Murphett 2012. Her 

external credits include set designer/maker/scenic artist The Girls in 

Grey, The Shift Theatre, Theatreworks2012, set designer/scenic artist 

Danny and The Deep Blue Sea, directed by John Tummino at Revolt 

2012, co-costume design for Normie,  Osmad, Scotch College 2012, 

set designer/scenic artist/set builder/prop maker Vieux Carre, Itch 

Productions, 45 Downstairs 2013. 

Benjamin Howlett is a Melbourne based Lighting Designer/Production 

Manager.  Over the past five years he has been learning and working 

in the theatrical industry in the fields of Drama, Circus, Dance and 

Events.    Benjamin commenced his education at the VCA after 

completing a Diploma of Theatre Arts (Swinburne University).  During 

this time at VCA and Swinburne, Ben’s professional credits include 

Lighting Designer on NICA’s Short Course (2010), Short Works and 

Blasted (Deluge Theatre Company) and End of Year Dance - Phoebe 

Robinson, Fiona Cameron (2012 VCA).  Benjamin has also worked 

on Sydney New Year’s Eve lighting secondment (2010) and as the 

Assistant Site Manager Sydney NYE “Lord Mayor Party” (2011).  

Benjamin worked with the Australian Carmen Orchestra on their 

two-month tour of China as Production Stage Manager (2012).

Secondments with the Technical and Production Management teams 

of the Victorian State School Spectacular 2012 and King Kong.

Alexandra Hiller

Benjamin Howlett
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Robert McLean

In the beginning Robert wanted to be a lighting and sound operator, 

but found his passion for set and props making while studying a 

Diploma of Theatre Production at Swinburne University in Prahran. 

After graduating he was accepted into the VCA where in 2011 he has 

worked with the school of Musical Theatre with their show of City of 

Angels and the Dance School with their end of year dance season. 

In 2012 Robert worked with the School of Drama on their production 

of A Midsummers Night Dream and their One Act Season of 

Metamorphous and 5 Kinds of Silence. After graduating Robert is to 

go onto freelancing as a Set, Props and puppet maker and hopes to 

work with companies such as Snuff Puppets, Erth, Melbourne Theatre 

Company and Creature Technology Company. 

 

Holly’s discovery for her love of design began in high school where 

she dabbled in various creative fields including graphic and fashion 

design as well as furniture making before moving on to for-mally 

study design at RMIT. Following her studies at RMIT Holly became 

involved in various fea-ture films, freelancing as a costume and 

props designer and maker. Holly’s VCA credits have since included; 

Costume Assistant - Good people (2011), Set assistant – Mouth Full 

of Birds (2011), Cos-tume Designer – Ship of Fools (2012), Costume 

Maker – Metamorphosis (2012), Set Designer – The Tempest (2013). 

In addition to this Holly has also recently worked under Laurel Frank 

as costume assistant for the Melbourne Moomba Festival 2013 and 

went on to complete a secondment with Alison Ross working on a 

compilation of short films based on Tim Winton’s The Turning.

Holly Patterson
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Julia started event managing at the age of 14 when she developed 

a youth production team producing various music events for the 

community. In 2009 she was award the Young Citizen of Year Special 

Commendation for her commitment and management skills. Since 

arriving at VCA her growth of knowledge has expanded to theatre 

works. Julia has completed secondments with production True Minds 

directed by Peter Houghton at Melbourne Theatre Company and 

King Kong the Musical, directed by Daniel Kramer, in Company 

Management. She has also seconded and now is working as Event 

Coordinator for Encore Productions, producing high-end corporate 

functions. Her theatre and event credits include: Costume Manager, 

Dancescape 2011; Stage Manager, Too Young for Ghosts directed by 

Paola Unger; Deputy Stage Manager, 20:2012:28 End of Year Dance 

Season; Stage Manager, Distance – La Mama Theatre; Stage Manager, 

That Lindbergh Hop by New York Roman Paska; Production Manager, 

Carols by Daylight and also corporate events such as the Australian 

Racehorse of the Year Awards 2013. Julia’s final placement is Assistant 

Production Manager, overseeing all VCA Productions.

Julia Troung
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